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Billing Code: 4210-67 

DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT 

[Docket No. FR-5594-N-01] 

Notice of the FY 2011 Substantial Amendment Process and Other Related Information for 
Recipients of Emergency Solutions Grants Program Funds 

 
 

AGENCY:  Office of Assistant Secretary for Community Planning and Development, HUD. 

ACTION:  Notice of funding allocations and requirements.  

SUMMARY:  This Notice advises the public of the amounts, and spending restrictions on the 

use, of the second allocation of Fiscal Year (FY) 2011 Emergency Shelter Grants/Emergency 

Solutions Grants funding (including requirements for establishing each recipient’s expenditure 

limit for emergency shelter and street outreach activities), requirements for receiving the second 

allocation, and requirements that apply to FY 2012 and future consolidated planning 

submissions.   

EFFECTIVE DATE:  [Insert date of publication in the FEDERAL REGISTER] 

OVERVIEW INFORMATION: 

A. Federal Agency Name:  Department of Housing and Urban Development, Office of 

Community Planning and Development. 

B. Funding Opportunity Title:  Funding Availability for the Emergency Solutions Grants 

(ESG) program.   

C. Publication:  This Notice is initially being published on HUD’s website.  All HUD materials 

will be posted on the HUD Homelessness Resource Exchange at: www.hudhre.info.  

D. Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance (CFDA) Number:  14.231:  Emergency Solutions 

Grants program (ESG) 

http://federalregister.gov/a/2012-01710
http://federalregister.gov/a/2012-01710.pdf
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E. Dates:  Substantial amendments submitted pursuant to this Notice must be submitted in 

compliance with 24 CFR part 91 and the recipient’s citizen participation plan no later than 

May 15, 2012. 

F. Additional Overview Content Information:  On November 15, 2011, the Department of 

Housing and Urban Development (HUD) posted the interim rule for the Emergency Solutions 

Grants program and Consolidated Plan conforming amendments (Interim Rule) on HUD’s 

Homelessness Resource Exchange website at www.hudhre.info.  On December 5, 2011, the 

Interim Rule was published in the Federal Register (see 76 FR 75954).  Also on November 15, 

HUD announced the amounts of the second allocation of FY 2011 Emergency Shelter Grants 

program/Emergency Solutions Grants program funds.  To receive funds from the second 

allocation, each eligible recipient must prepare, and obtain HUD approval of, a substantial 

amendment to its Fiscal Year (FY) 2011 Consolidated Plan Annual Action Plan (Annual Action 

Plan).  This Notice advises recipients of the 24 CFR part 91 requirements that will apply to this 

substantial amendment, highlights the relevant changes under the Interim Rule, and provides 

guidance on critical decisions to be made in the planning process.     

G. For Further Information:  For questions about ESG, please submit them to the HUD 

Homelessness Resource Exchange Virtual Help Desk at 

http://www.hudhre.info/index.cfm?do=viewHelpdesk.  For more information about ESG, or to 

view a copy of the McKinney-Vento Homeless Assistance Act (42 U.S.C. 11371 et seq.) 

(McKinney-Vento Act), as amended by the Homeless Emergency and Rapid Transition to 

Housing Act of 2009 (Public Law 111-22) (HEARTH Act), or the amended ESG regulations, go 

to www.hudhre.info/hearth.    
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION 
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 B. Checklist of Requirements for FY 2011 Substantial Amendment 

 C-1. Table 3C for local governments and territories: Consolidated Plan Listing of 

Projects  

 C-2.  Table 3C for States:  Annual Action Plan Planned Project Results 

 

I.  Purpose 

On December 5, 2011 (76 FR 75954), the interim regulation for the Emergency Solutions 

Grants (ESG) program was published (Interim Rule).  On January 4, 2012, it went into effect.   

ESG recipients will be eligible to receive additional FY 2011 ESG funds to carry out the new 

activities.  This Notice provides further guidance on the requirements for receiving and using the 

additional funding (referred to in this Notice as “the second allocation”) and other requirements 

for future consolidated planning submissions. 
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II.  Overview 

A.  Background 

The Full-Year Continuing Appropriations Act, 2011 (Public Law 112-10, Division B) 

appropriated at least $225 million for the Emergency Solutions Grants program for FY 2011.  

Accordingly, HUD used its discretion to allocate $250 million in FY 2011 funds for the ESG 

program.  However, because the program regulations were still being revised when this funding 

became available, HUD chose to release the funding in a two-stage allocation process.  The first 

allocation was made available immediately, to avoid a lapse in funding for existing Emergency 

Shelter Grants activities.  This allocation, which equaled the FY 2010 ESG funding level of $160 

million, was made in May 2011 and was subject to the Emergency Shelter Grants regulations in 

effect at that time.   

The amounts for each recipient for the second allocation of $90 million, which reflects 

the national increase in ESG funding from FY 2010 to FY 2011, were posted on HUD’s website 

on November 15, 2011, the same day that the Interim Rule was posted on HUD’s website.  HUD 

provided this early notification so that recipients could begin their local planning processes.  

Appendix A of this Notice lists the amount allocated to each recipient.  Section III of this Notice 

describes some of the key spending requirements and decisions that recipients must make.  It 

also explains how the program’s new expenditure limits will apply to the funds from the second 

allocation for the FY 2011 ESG grant, and how to calculate and document the amount of funds 

committed to homeless assistance activities in FY 2010.   

 To receive the second allocation of funds for the FY 2011 ESG grant, each recipient will 

be required to submit, and obtain HUD approval of, a substantial amendment to the FY 2011 

Consolidated Plan Annual Action Plan (Annual Action Plan), in accordance with the recipient’s 
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citizen participation plan and 24 CFR part 91, as amended by the Interim Rule.  Each must 

submit its substantial amendment to HUD no later than May 15, 2012.  Section IV of this Notice 

specifies which 24 CFR part 91 requirements will apply to this substantial amendment and 

provides guidance on critical decisions to be made in the planning process.     

 Section V of this Notice highlights the Interim Rule’s other changes to 24 CFR part 91, 

which will affect FY 2012 Annual Action Plans and future Consolidated Plan submissions.  

HUD plans to provide further guidance on those requirements in the coming months.  

B.  Environmental Review 

This Notice provides operating instructions and procedures in connection with activities 

under the Interim Rule.  The Interim Rule was subject to a required environmental review.  

Accordingly, under 24 CFR 50.19(c)(4), this Notice is categorically excluded from 

environmental review under the National Environmental Policy Act (42 USC 4321). 

III.  Spending Requirements and Critical Recipient Funding Decisions 

The funds provided to recipients in the second allocation will be subject to all of the ESG 

requirements under the Interim Rule.  These funds must be expended within 24 months after the 

date HUD signed the amendment to the recipient’s FY 2011 grant agreement.   

When making funding decisions, recipients should take into account several requirements 

and considerations.  The Interim Rule increases communities’ capacity to engage in strategic 

planning and program oversight by raising the expenditure limit on administrative activities.  

Also, the Interim Rule shifts the focus from emergency shelter to assisting people to quickly 

regain stability in permanent housing—this is reflected in the expenditure limits on street 

outreach and emergency shelter activities.  Compliance with these expenditure limits will be 

measured using the total amount of the FY 2011 grant, not just the second allocation.  HUD is 
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encouraging communities to focus as much of their funding as possible on rapidly re-housing 

persons who are literally homeless in order to reduce the numbers of persons who are living in 

shelters and on the streets, in order to end homelessness in this country.   

Now that the Interim Rule has become effective, recipients have the option of re-

designating funds from the first allocation of FY 2011 grant funds to be used for the new eligible 

activities.  However, this “reprogramming” of funds is subject to three conditions.  First, the 

reprogramming and use of the funds must comply with the Interim Rule.  Second, the 

reprogramming must not violate existing contracts or subgrant agreements.  Third, unlike the 

second allocation of funds, the reprogrammed funds must still be expended within 24 months 

after the date HUD signed the original FY 2011 grant agreement. 

A.  Expenditure Limit for Administrative Activities 

The Interim Rule increases the expenditure limit for administrative activities from 

5 percent to 7.5 percent.  Because each recipient could only spend up to 5 percent of the first 

allocation on administrative costs, a recipient will be able to use more than 7.5 percent of its 

second allocation for administrative costs, so long as the total expenditures for administrative 

activities using both the first and second allocations do not exceed 7.5 percent of the recipient’s 

total FY 2011 ESG grant.   

 To calculate the maximum amount that recipients may use for administrative costs under 

the second allocation, recipients must first multiply the total FY 2011 grant by 7.5 percent.  Next, 

the recipient must subtract from this amount the amount of funds allocated to administrative 

costs from the first allocation.  The resulting amount is the maximum amount of funds available 

to recipients for administrative activities under the second allocation.  For example, if the 

recipient received an initial allocation of $100,000 and a second allocation of $75,000 (for a total 
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FY 2011 grant of $175,000), then the maximum amount that the recipient could spend on 

administrative activities from the second allocation is $8,125.  This example is detailed here: 

Step 1: Determine Total Amount Available for Administrative Activities 
 

Total FY 2011 ESG Grant = $175,000 
 x      .075 
  $13,125 

Step 2: Determine Total Amount Allocated to Administrative Activities in Initial 
Allocation 
 

First Allocation =                 $100,000 
  x        .05 
      $5,000 

Step 3: Determine Total Amount Available for Administrative Activities from 
Second Allocation 

 

 $13,125 
  - $5,000 

   $8,125 

 

B.  Expenditure Limit for Street Outreach and Emergency Shelter Activities 

Under 24 CFR 576.100(b) of the Interim Rule, the total amount of each recipient’s fiscal 

year grant that may be used for street outreach and emergency shelter activities cannot exceed 

the greater of:  

 (1) 60 percent of the recipient’s fiscal year grant; or  

 (2) The amount of FY 2010 grant funds committed for homeless assistance activities. 

 To count toward the amount in paragraph (2), the FY 2010 funds must have been 

committed between the date that HUD signed the FY 2010 grant agreement and January 4, 2012, 

the effective date of the Interim Rule.  In addition, each commitment must be sufficiently 

documented.  HUD is defining “committed” as obligated; therefore, recipients must use the same 

type of evidence they will use to document an “obligation” under 24 CFR 576.203(a) of the 

Interim Rule.  For states, this evidence consists of a subgrant agreement or a letter of award 
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requiring payment from the grant to a subrecipient.  For metropolitan cities, urban counties, and 

territories, this evidence may consist of a subgrant agreement, a letter of award requiring 

payment from the grant to a subrecipient, a procurement contract, or a written designation of a 

department within the government of the recipient to directly carry out an eligible activity.  If the 

recipient is an urban county, the evidence may also consist of an agreement with, or letter of 

award requiring payment to, a member government that has designated a department to directly 

carry out an eligible activity. 

To ensure that each recipient’s use of its second allocation complies with the expenditure 

limit for street outreach and emergency shelter, each recipient must notify HUD of the amount of 

FY 2010 grant funds the recipient committed for homeless assistance activities.  This notification 

must be made in writing to the HUD field office or on, or before, the date the recipient submits 

its substantial amendment.  HUD strongly encourages recipients to use the format detailed in 

Table 1 to declare the total amount of FY 2010 grant funds obligated to homeless assistance 

activities.  These activities include all activities that recipients would report as homeless 

assistance activities in the Integrated Disbursement Information System (IDIS) for the 

Emergency Shelter Grants program (emergency shelter renovation, major rehabilitation, 

conversion, essential services, maintenance, operation, etc.).  Table 1 also includes spaces for 

recipients to declare the total amounts of FY 2010 grant funds committed for homelessness 

prevention and administrative activities.  The amount for homelessness prevention plus the 

amount for homelessness assistance activities plus the amount for administrative activities must 

equal the recipient’s total FY 2010 grant amount.   
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Recipients are not required to submit documentation at this time.  However, recipients 

must retain documentation to support the amounts declared, and provide these documents when 

HUD requests them.   

Table 1: Suggested Format for Declaration of FY 2010 Grant Fund Commitments 

Activity Type Obligated Amount 
Homeless Assistance  $  
Homelessness Prevention  $ 
Administrative Activities $ 
Total FY 2010 Award $ 

 

 For most, if not all, recipients, the amount of FY 2010 grant funds committed for 

homeless assistance activities will be greater than 60 percent of the recipient’s total FY 2011 

ESG grant.  For these recipients, the amount of FY 2010 grant funds committed for homeless 

assistance activities will be the FY 2011 expenditure limit for emergency shelter and street 

outreach activities.  If a recipient reached this limit when obligating funds from the first 

allocation, that recipient cannot use any funds from its second allocation for emergency shelter 

or street outreach activities.  In the rare case where a recipient did not reach the limit when 

obligating funds from the first allocation, that recipient may use some funds from its second 

allocation for emergency shelter and/or street outreach activities, provided that (1) those 

activities comply with the Interim Rule, and (2) the total FY 2011 grant funds used for those 

activities do not exceed the FY 2011 expenditure limit.   

C.  Critical Need for Rapid Re-Housing  

HUD strongly encourages each jurisdiction to focus as much of its new ESG funding as 

possible on rapidly re-housing individuals and families living on the streets or in emergency 

shelters.  While both rapid re-housing and homelessness prevention are eligible activities, only 

rapid re-housing assistance targets those individuals and families living on the streets or in 
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emergency shelters.  Effective rapid re-housing programs help people transition out of the 

homeless assistance system as quickly as possible, decreasing the number of persons who are 

homeless within the community.  Rapid re-housing also ensures that emergency shelter resources 

are used to serve individuals and families with the most urgent housing crises.  In contrast, the 

success of homelessness prevention activities are much more difficult to measure and the 

prevention assistance is harder to strategically target.  These difficulties increase the risk that the 

use of ESG funds for homelessness prevention assistance will be inefficient at demonstrably 

preventing people from going to the streets or shelters.  As public and nonprofit resources 

become increasingly strained, rapid re-housing should be given the highest priority under ESG to 

help ensure that existing resources–both within and outside the homeless assistance system–are 

used as efficiently as possible to help those most in need. 

IV. Requirements for Receiving the Second Allocation  

 To receive funds under the second allocation, recipients must submit and obtain HUD 

approval of a substantial amendment to the FY 2011 Annual Action Plan.  The substantial 

amendment must be prepared and submitted in accordance with the recipient’s citizen 

participation plan and the requirements of 24 CFR part 91, as amended by the Interim Rule.  

Note that 24 CFR 576.200 requires territories to follow the requirements that apply to local 

governments under 24 CFR part 91.  

Table 2, below, shows the regulatory requirements that will apply to the preparation and 

contents of the substantial amendment.   

Table 2: Relevant Requirements for the Substantial Amendment 

 Local Governments and 
Territories  

States  

Consultation  24 CFR 91.100(d) 24 CFR 91.110(e) 
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Citizen 
Participation  

24 CFR 91.105(c), (k) 24 CFR 91.115 (c), (i) 

Action Plan  24 CFR 91.220(a), (c), (d), 
(e), (l)(4)  

24 CFR 91.320(a), (c), (d), (e), 
(k)(3)  

Certifications  24 CFR 91.225(c)  24 CFR 91.325(c)  
 
A. Requirements for Preparing the Substantial Amendment to the FY 2011 Consolidated 

Plan Annual Action Plan 

1.  Consultation – 24 CFR 91.100(d), 91.110(e) 

 The Interim Rule promotes greater collaboration between ESG recipients and 

Continuums of Care in planning, funding, implementing and evaluating homeless assistance and 

homelessness prevention programs locally.  In preparing the substantial amendment, each 

recipient must follow the consultation requirements at 24 CFR 91.100(d) for local governments 

and territories or 24 CFR 91.110(e) for states, as applicable.  In particular, the Interim Rule 

requires ESG recipients to consult with the Continuum(s) of Care within their geographic area 

regarding: determining how to allocate ESG funds for eligible activities; developing the 

performance standards for activities funded under ESG; and developing funding, policies, and 

procedures for the operation and administration of the Homeless Management Information 

System (HMIS).  Examples of possible consultation processes include meetings with Continuum 

of Care leadership and members, and joint workgroups or committees.  

2.  Citizen Participation – 24 CFR 91.105(c), (k), 91.115(c), (i)  

 Each recipient must follow its existing citizen participation plan when completing its 

substantial amendment.   

B.  Required Contents of Substantial Amendments – 24 CFR 91.220(a), (c), (d), (e), (l)(4), 

91.225(c), 91.320(a), (c), (d), (e), (k)(3), 91.325(c) 

1.  Standard Form 424 (SF-424) 
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 The substantial amendment must include a Standard Form 424, as required by 24 CFR 

91.220(a) for local governments and territories and 24 CFR 91.320(a) for states.  

2.  Summary of Consultation Process 

 Based on the requirements in 24 CFR 91.220(l)(4)(vi) for local governments and 

territories, and 24 CFR 91.320(k)(3)(v) for states, each recipient’s substantial amendment must 

describe how the recipient consulted with the Continuum(s) of Care regarding: determining how 

to allocate ESG funds for eligible activities; developing the performance standards for activities 

funded under ESG; and developing funding, policies, and procedures for the operation and 

administrative of the HMIS.   

3.  Summary of Citizen Participation Process 

 In accordance with 24 CFR 91.105(c)(3) for local governments and territories and 24 

CFR 91.115(c)(3) for states, the substantial amendment must summarize the citizen participation 

process used in preparing the substantial amendment.  It must also summarize the public 

comments or views received, along with a summary of the comments or views not accepted, 

including the reasons for not accepting those comments or views.   

4.  Match 

All recipients, except territories, must match the second allocation with an equal amount 

of other federal, state and local resources (cash and non-cash) in accordance with the revised 

matching requirements at 24 CFR 576.201.  States should note that the matching requirement 

applies to the entire FY 2011 ESG grant; therefore, the exception of the first $100,000 in 24 CFR 

576.201(a)(2) was applied to the first allocation and states are required to match 100 percent of 

the second allocation.  In accordance with 24 CFR 91.220(c) for local governments and 

territories and 24 CFR 91.320(c) for states, the substantial amendment must specify the types, 
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amounts, and proposed uses of these resources.  These resources must be contributed, used and 

reported in accordance with the Interim Rule’s new requirements in order to count as match for 

the second allocation.    

5. Proposed Activities and Overall Budget 

a.  Proposed Activities 

The substantial amendment must provide certain details for each activity to be funded 

using the second allocation of funds and any reprogrammed funds from the first allocation.  

Possible activities include the following:  

• Rapid Re-Housing – Rental Assistance;  

• Rapid Re-Housing – Housing Relocation and Stabilization Services;  

• Homelessness Prevention – Rental Assistance;  

• Homelessness Prevention – Housing Relocation and Stabilization Services;  

• HMIS;  

• Emergency Shelter – Shelter Operations 

• Emergency Shelter – Essential Services 

• Emergency Shelter – Renovation  

• Emergency Shelter – Assistance Required Under the Uniform Relocation and 

Real Property Acquisition Act of 1970 (URA) 

• Street Outreach – Essential Services 

The required details for each activity include:  

 (1) The corresponding priority need from the recipient’s Annual Action Plan; 

 (2) A concise description of the activity, including the number and types of persons to be 

served; 
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 (3) The corresponding standard objective category (decent housing, suitable living 

environment, or economic opportunity) and the corresponding outcome category 

(availability/accessibility, affordability, or sustainability), as described in the Federal Register 

Notice of Outcome Performance Measurement System for Community Planning and 

Development Formula Grant Programs, dated March 7, 2006 (71 FR 11470); and 

 (4) The start date and completion date (to indicate the period over which the grant will be 

used for that activity).    

 (5) ESG and other funding amounts 

 In addition, the following activity details are required for local governments and 

territories, and recommended for States:  

 (6) One or more performance indicators, such as the number of persons or households 

prevented from becoming homeless, the number of persons or households assisted from 

emergency shelters/streets into permanent housing, or the number of persons or households 

covered by the HMIS;   

 (7) Projected accomplishments, in accordance with each performance indicator, to be 

made within one year; and  

 (8) Projected accomplishments, in accordance with each performance indicator, to be 

made over the period for which the grant will be used for that activity. 

These details can be provided in any clear, concise format.  Recipients may use the 

projects workbook spreadsheet in the Consolidated Plan Management Process (CPMP) tool, 

which can be found at: http://www.hud.gov/offices/cpd/about/conplan/toolsandguidance/cpmp. 

As an alternative, local governments may use Table 3C (“Consolidated Plan Listing of Projects” 

for local governments and territories,), which can be found in Appendix C or at: 
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http://www.hud.gov/offices/cpd/about/conplan/toolsandguidance/guidance.   Local governments 

and territories that use Table 3C should substitute “activity” for “project” and do not need to 

enter information not mentioned above.  States may use Table 3C, (“Annual Action Plan Planned 

Project Results” for states) to provide some of the required information; however, because it 

does not capture all that is required, they will need to provide the remaining details in another 

format.  

b.  Discussion of Funding Priorities   

The substantial amendment must explain why the recipient chose to fund the proposed 

activities at the amounts specified under section IV.B.5.a above.  The more specific the 

explanations are, the more useful the consultation and citizen participation process will be.  If 

locally-relevant data is available, HUD strongly encourages recipients to use that data to support 

its funding priorities.  In addition, HUD encourages each recipient to describe how its funding 

priorities will support the national priorities established in “Opening Doors: Federal Strategic 

Plan to Prevent and End Homelessness,” which can be found at:  

http://www.usich.gov/opening_doors.  The amendment must also identify any obstacles to 

addressing underserved needs in the community.   

c.  Detailed Budget  

 The substantial amendment must include a detailed budget of the planned activities and 

funding levels.  This budget must account for the entire second allocation, and any 

reprogrammed funds from the first allocation.  Recipients may use Table 3 to complete this 

requirement (to access this table as an Excel document, with embedded formulas, please see 

www.hudhre.info/esg).  Note that this table assumes that recipients will obligate the entire 

second allocation, and any reprogrammed funds, to the new eligible activities and administrative 
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costs.  If a recipient is eligible and proposes to obligate any of its second allocation for 

emergency shelter or street outreach activities, that recipient should contact its local HUD field 

office for additional guidance and resources.   
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Table 3: FY 2011 Detailed Budget Table, with Example Data* 

 
* This example assumes a recipient received a total FY 2011 allocation of $175,000 (an initial allocation of 

$100,000 and a second allocation of $75,000) and reprogrammed $28,200 from the initial allocation.   
**Allowable only if the amount obligated for homeless assistance activities using funds from the first 

allocation is less than the expenditure limit for emergency shelter and street outreach activities (see Section 
III.B. of this Notice).  
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Table 3 provides a format for recipients to describe their detailed budget.  It also includes 

space to detail funding for tenant-based rental assistance and project-based rental assistance.  

Numbers in the table are included only as examples. 

HUD encourages this level of detail in the substantial amendment for two reasons.  First, 

the more specific the activities and funding amounts are in the substantial amendment, the more 

useful the consultation and citizen participation process will be.  Second, distinguishing the 

tenant-based rental assistance amount from the project-based rental assistance amount will help 

HUD assess the level of environmental review required.  Project-based rental assistance will 

require a more extensive environmental review because the assistance is tied to the dwelling unit, 

not the tenant.   

6.  Written Standards for Provision of ESG Assistance (24 CFR 91.220(l)(4)(i), 

91.320(k)(3)(i), 576.400 (e)(1), (e)(2), and (e)(3)) 

 If the recipient is a metropolitan city, urban county, or territory, the substantial 

amendment must include written standards for providing the proposed ESG assistance, as 

required under 24 CFR 91.220(l)(4)(i) and 576.400 (e)(1) and (e)(3).  If the recipient is a state, it 

must include written standards for providing ESG assistance or describe the requirements for 

subrecipients to establish and implement written standards, as required under 24 CFR 

91.320(k)(3)(i) and 576.400(e)(2) and (e)(3).   

HUD recognizes that development of comprehensive, coordinated, and effective policies 

and procedures is a process that takes a substantial amount of time and thought.  HUD 

encourages recipients, therefore, to establish initial standards for this grant and continue to refine 

these standards in their Annual Action Plans as the community adapts and further develops 

strategies for targeting resources, and as new best practices are established.  Recipients may use 
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the policies and procedures developed for their Homelessness Prevention and Rapid Re-Housing 

Program (HPRP) as a place to start in developing the standards, but should also evaluate the 

effectiveness of these standards and make changes as necessary to meet ESG requirements. 

Recipients should also keep in mind that the amount of funding available under the ESG 

program is far less than the amount of funding available under HPRP; therefore, effective 

targeting becomes even more vital. 

a. Standard policies and procedures for evaluating individuals’ and families’ eligibility for 

assistance under Emergency Solutions Grant (ESG).  

The written standards must include standard policies and procedures for evaluating each 

individual or family’s eligibility for ESG assistance.  These policies and procedures must be 

consistent with the definitions of homeless and at risk of homelessness in 24 CFR 576.2 and the 

recordkeeping requirements in 24 CFR 576.500(b), (c), (d), and (e).     

b.  Policies and procedures for coordination among emergency shelter providers, essential 

service providers, homelessness prevention and rapid re-housing assistance providers, 

other homeless assistance providers, and mainstream service and housing providers.   

The written standards must include policies and procedures for coordinating and 

integrating the proposed program components with other homeless assistance programs and 

mainstream housing and service programs, in order to promote a strategic, community-wide 

system to prevent and end homelessness.  Sections 576.400(b) and (c) of the Interim Rule 

provide a list of these programs.  The required coordination and integration may be done over the 

area covered by the Continuum of Care or a larger area over which services are coordinated.   
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c.  Policies and procedures for determining and prioritizing which eligible families and 

individuals will receive homelessness prevention assistance and which eligible families and 

individuals will receive rapid re-housing assistance.   

The amount of funds that will be available to recipients will likely not be enough to serve 

all persons who are homeless and all persons at risk of homelessness; therefore, the written 

standards must include targeting policies and procedures for rapid re-housing and homelessness 

prevention.  For example, if a local government proposes to fund homelessness prevention, it 

must include policies and procedures for determining which individuals and families who qualify 

as at risk of homelessness can receive homelessness prevention assistance and which of those 

individuals and families should be prioritized for that assistance.   

HUD encourages each jurisdiction to consider how these policies and procedures can be 

designed to provide rapid re-housing assistance to as many homeless people as possible, 

including those individuals and families who face multiple obstacles to obtaining and sustaining 

housing.  An individual or family’s ability to sustain housing should not be a threshold 

requirement.  Instead, each program should focus on helping individuals and families overcome 

their immediate housing obstacles and connecting them with the resources they need to stay 

housed when the program ends.  

In addition, for homelessness prevention assistance, recipients must include the risk 

factors that will be used to help determine individuals and families who are most in need of ESG 

homelessness prevention assistance to avoid moving into an emergency shelter or another place 

described in paragraph (1) of the ‘homeless’ definition in 24 CFR 576.2.   

Because predicting which families and individuals will become homeless “but for” ESG 

assistance is difficult, HUD encourages recipients to target assistance to families and individuals 
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who are closest to going to a shelter, car, or the street, if not those who are about to spend their 

first night there (often referred to as “diversion”).  Typically, these families and individuals will 

have the same characteristics as families and individuals who are already in shelters and on the 

streets.  However, these characteristics can vary from one community to the next, so an effective 

targeting policy will depend on good local data.  HUD recommends that communities not just 

identify these characteristics, but identify the combinations of these characteristics that are 

typical of families and individuals living in shelters or on the streets.  These combinations of 

characteristics should serve as a guide for targeting and prioritizing prevention assistance to 

those families and individuals who are most in need. 

d. Standards for determining the share of rent and utilities costs that each program 

participant must pay, if any, while receiving homelessness prevention or rapid re-housing 

assistance.   

The written standards must include guidelines for determining a program participant’s 

contribution to rent and utilities, if any, while they are receiving homelessness prevention or 

rapid re-housing assistance.  When developing these guidelines, recipients should consider the 

challenges associated with homelessness in their community, the other resources available or 

lacking in their community, and the existing housing and economic conditions in their 

community.  Additionally, HUD reminds recipients that they are able to be flexible and consider 

a wide range of options, including providing a fixed amount of assistance per person or requiring 

the program participant to pay a certain portion of his or her income over the course of the 

assistance.  If the assistance will be based on a percentage of the program participant’s income, 

the standards must specify what percentage will be used and how income will be calculated. 
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e. Standards for determining how long a particular program participant will be provided 

with rental assistance and whether and how the amount of that assistance will be adjusted 

over time.   

The written standards must include guidelines for determining the length and amount of 

assistance a participant will receive, as well as, changes in assistance amounts over time.  ESG 

recipients must ensure that the following regulatory provisions are met when developing 

standards related to rental assistance:  1) program participants receiving project-based rental 

assistance must have a lease that is for a period of 1-year, regardless of the length of rental 

assistance;  2) program participants receiving rapid re-housing assistance must be re-evaluated at 

least once every year  and program participants receiving homelessness prevention assistance are 

required to be re-evaluated at least once every 3 months; and 3) no program participant may 

receive more than 24 months of assistance in a 3-year period. 

As mentioned above, HUD encourages recipients to consider the challenges associated 

with homelessness in their community, the other resources available or lacking in their 

community, and the existing housing and economic conditions in their community.  If recipients 

choose to establish additional criteria for re-evaluating eligibility, these should be described in 

this section. 

f. Standards for determining the type, amount, and duration of housing stabilization and/or 

relocation services to provide a program participant, including the limits, if any, on the 

homelessness prevention or rapid re-housing assistance that each program participant may 

receive, such as the maximum amount of assistance, maximum number of months the 

program participant receives assistance; or the maximum number of times the program 

participant may receive assistance.   
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The written standards must include standards for determining the housing stabilization 

and/or relocation services that will be provided to a participant, including the types of services, 

amount of services, and the length of time a participant can receive services.  The written 

standards must also include any limits that will be imposed above and beyond the Interim Rule’s 

limits on the types and amount of assistance that a participant can receive.  As with the standards 

for rental assistance, recipients are able to be flexible and consider a wide range of options when 

setting standards for housing stabilization and relocation standards for the jurisdiction.  For 

example, recipients could adjust the services over time based on a set of indicators or require the 

program participant to contribute a certain portion of his or her income while receiving 

assistance.  Except as provided for housing stability case management in § 576.105(b)(2) of the 

Interim Rule, no program participant may receive more than 24 months of assistance in a 3-year 

period. 

7.  Making Sub-awards    

Each recipient must describe its process for making sub-awards.  Each state recipient 

must describe how it intends to make its allocation available to units of general local government 

and private nonprofit organizations, including community and faith-based organizations.  Each 

territory or metropolitan city must describe how it intends to make its allocation available to 

private nonprofit organizations.  Each urban county must describe how it intends to make its 

allocation available to private nonprofit organizations and to participating units of local 

government.   

8.  Homeless Participation Requirement   

Under § 576.405(a) of the Interim Rule, each recipient that is not a state must provide for 

the participation of not less than one homeless individual or formerly homeless individual on the 
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board of directors or other equivalent policymaking entity of the recipient, to the extent that the 

entity considers and makes policies and decisions regarding any facilities, services, or other 

assistance that receive ESG funding.  This requirement remains the same as it was in the prior 

ESG regulations.  

However, because all ESG recipients are governments, the policymaking entities for 

most, if not all, ESG recipients can only consist of elected officials.  Before the Interim Rule, 

these recipients could request a waiver of the participation requirement, if they agreed to consult 

with homeless or formerly homeless individuals in considering and making policies and 

decisions regarding ESG-funded facilities, services, or other assistance.  Now, under § 

576.405(b) of the Interim Rule, recipients unable to meet the participation requirement are not 

required to apply for a waiver.  Instead, they must develop and implement a plan (as part of their 

Annual Action Plan) to consult with homeless or formerly homeless individuals in considering 

and making policies and decisions regarding any ESG-funded facilities, services, or other 

assistance.  Therefore, for those recipients that cannot meet the participation requirement in § 

576.405(a), the substantial amendment must include a plan that meets the requirements under § 

576.405(b).   

9.  Performance Standards 

The recipient must describe the performance standards for evaluating ESG activities.  

These performance standards must be developed in consultation with the Continuum of Care.  

Unlike the performance indicators, the performance standards should go beyond projecting the 

number of persons or households who will exit or avoid homelessness under the grant.  The 

purpose of these performance standards is to provide a measure for the ESG recipient and the 

Continuum of Care to evaluate each ESG service provider’s effectiveness, such as how well the 
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service provider succeeded at: 1) targeting those who need the assistance most; 2) reducing the 

number of people living on the streets or emergency shelters; 3) shortening the time people 

spend homeless; and 4) reducing each program participant’s housing barriers or housing stability 

risks.   

HUD encourages recipients to develop performance standards for ESG activities that will 

complement or contribute to the Continuum of Care program performance measures detailed in 

Section 427 of the McKinney-Vento Act, as amended by the HEARTH Act.  In future years, 

each Continuum of Care will be responsible for measuring the performance of ESG recipients 

within its geographic boundaries against these performance standards.   

HUD also encourages recipients to carefully consider how the standards might help or 

hinder service providers’ ability to target and design their programs so that homelessness is 

effectively shortened and reduced in the recipient’s jurisdiction.   

HUD recognizes that these standards will evolve over the next few years as ESG 

recipients and subrecipients have increasing access to HMIS data and as they become more 

integrated with the Continuums of Care within their geographic area.   

10.  Certifications – 24 CFR 91.225(c), 91.325(c) 

Each recipient must submit new ESG certifications in accordance with the requirements 

in 24 CFR 91.225(c) for local governments and territories and 24 CFR 91.325(c) for states.  

Recipients can find updated certifications on HUD’s website at www.hudhre.info.   

C.  Written standards required for recipients who are eligible and decide to use part of the 

second allocation of FY 2011 funds for emergency shelter and street outreach activities 

 Recipients that plan to obligate funds to emergency shelter or street outreach activities, 

and that are eligible to do so (see Section III of this Notice for more information) must meet 
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additional written standards requirements under 24 CFR 576.400 (e)(1), (2) and (3).  HUD will 

not approve any emergency shelter or street outreach activities proposed in the substantial 

amendment until these requirements are met.   

1.  Local Governments and Territories 

a.  If a local government or territory decides to use the second allocation to fund essential 

services related to street outreach, the jurisdiction must include its standards for targeting and 

providing those services.   

b.  If a local government or territory decides to use the second allocation to fund any 

emergency shelter activities (such as rehabilitation/conversion, operations, or essential services) 

the jurisdiction must include its policies and procedures for admission, diversion, referral, and 

discharge by emergency shelters assisted under ESG.  These policies and procedures must 

include standards regarding length of stay, if any, and safeguards to meet the safety and shelter 

needs of special populations—e.g., victims of domestic violence, dating violence, sexual assault, 

and stalking—and individuals and families who have the highest barriers to housing and are 

likely to be homeless the longest.   

c.  If a local government or territory decides to use the second allocation to fund essential 

services related to emergency shelter, the jurisdiction must include its policies and procedures for 

assessing, prioritizing, and reassessing individuals’ and families’ needs for essential services 

related to emergency shelter. 

2.  States 

If a state decides to use the second allocation to fund street outreach and/or emergency 

shelter activities, then the state must either (1) include its own written standards as local 

governments and territories must do for those activities (see a, b, and c under paragraph 1 above) 
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or (2) describe its requirements for its subrecipients to establish and implement the relevant 

written standards, as provided under 24 CFR 576.400(e)(2) and (3).  

D.  Requirements for recipients who plan to use the risk factor under paragraph (1)(iii)(G) 

of the “at risk of homelessness” definition 

If the recipient plans to serve individuals or families that are “at risk of homelessness,” as 

defined under 24 CFR 576.2, based on the risk factor, “otherwise lives in housing that has 

characteristics associated with instability and an increased risk of homelessness,” the recipient 

must describe the specific characteristics associated with instability and increased risk of 

homelessness as specified in paragraph (1)(iii)(G) of the “at risk of homelessness” definition.  

The characteristics may be evidenced by characteristics and needs of individuals and families 

currently entering the homeless assistance system or the streets.  If a recipient does not describe 

these characteristics in the substantial amendment, the recipient cannot serve individuals and 

families using this risk factor in the “at risk of homelessness” definition.  Note that an individual 

or family may not qualify simply by exhibiting this risk factor.  In order to qualify as at risk of 

homelessness under paragraph (1) of the definition, that individual or family must also meet the 

criteria under paragraphs (1)(i)  and (1)(ii) with respect to income and resources or support 

networks. 

E.  Requirements for Optional Changes to the FY 2011 Annual Action Plan 

This part of the Notice describes changes to the FY 2011 Annual Action Plan that HUD 

encourages, but does not require recipients to make, including adding a description of the 

centralized or coordinated assessment system being used by recipients or subrecipients, if 

applicable, and providing updated monitoring standards and procedures.  

1.  Centralized or Coordinated Assessment System 
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Recipients are not required to participate in a centralized or coordinated assessment 

system until HUD provides additional standards to Continuums of Care through the publication 

of the Continuum of Care program rule.  However, HUD recognizes that some communities have 

already established such systems and that ESG recipients and subrecipients either are 

participating in them or would like to participate in them.  If the recipient’s jurisdiction, or a 

portion of the recipient’s jurisdiction, currently has a centralized or coordinated assessment 

system and the recipient or subrecipients participate in this system, HUD encourages the 

recipient to describe the assessment system in the substantial amendment.  

2.  Monitoring 

The consolidated plan requires recipients to describe the standards and procedures that 

the jurisdiction will use to monitor activities carried out in furtherance of the plan and will use to 

ensure long-term compliance with requirements of the programs involved.  The Interim Rule 

introduces a number of substantial changes to the activities and procedures required of ESG 

recipients and subrecipients that were not considered when these standards and procedures were 

originally developed.  As recipients prepare their substantial amendments, HUD encourages 

recipients to review their monitoring standards and procedures accordingly.  To help prevent 

future monitoring findings by HUD for noncompliance, recipients should ensure that established 

standards and procedures will allow them to monitor compliance with these new requirements.  

If existing procedures fall short in this regard, or if modifications are needed, then HUD 

encourages recipients to update their monitoring standards and procedures in this substantial 

amendment.  As a key component of these modifications, recipients should address associated 

requirements for appropriate levels of staffing, as HUD has found that recipients that dedicate 
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staff to monitoring compliance and carrying out other administrative tasks are better able to 

implement the changes in, and assure compliance with, the rule.   

V.  Requirements that Apply to FY 2012 and Future Consolidated Planning Submissions 

This Notice focuses on requirements for receiving the second allocation of FY 2011 ESG 

funds.  To receive any formula grant funds for FY 2012 and future fiscal years, all Consolidated 

Plan jurisdictions—regardless of whether they receive ESG funds—are required to comply with 

all of the revised requirements for preparing and submitting the Annual Action Plan, including 

all applicable consultation and citizen participation requirements.  These requirements are 

specified under 24 CFR 91.100, 91.105, 91.220, and 91.225 for local governments (and 

territories for ESG) and under 24 CFR 91.110, 91.115, 91.320, and 91.325 for states. 

In addition, after January 4, 2012 (the effective date of the Interim Rule), all submissions 

of Consolidated Plan jurisdictions’ housing and homeless needs assessments, housing market 

analyses, and strategic plans must comply with all of the revised requirements in 24 CFR part 91 

that apply to submitting the complete 5-year Consolidated Plan.  However, jurisdictions will not 

be required to submit a complete Consolidated Plan in accordance with the revised requirements 

until the next submission date scheduled under the jurisdiction’s existing Consolidated Planning 

cycle.   

With regard to the Consolidated Annual Performance and Evaluation Report (CAPER): 

ESG recipients will be required to report on ESG activities included in the substantial 

amendment to the 2011 Annual Action Plan and future Annual Action Plans using the new ESG-

specific reporting requirements under § 91.520(g).  All jurisdictions which submit a CAPER 

(both those receiving ESG funds and those not receiving ESG funds) will be required to report 

annually using the new homelessness reporting requirements under § 91.520(c), for FY 2012 and 
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future program years.  HUD plans to issue further guidance for all jurisdictions about complying 

with these other part 91 requirements.   

 

Date:  ___January 20, 2012_______ 
 
 
 
 
       ____________________________________ 

Mercedes M. Márquez 
       Assistant Secretary for Community Planning 
         and Development 
 
 
[FR-5594-N-01]
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Appendix A: FY 2011 ESG Allocations by State and Recipient Name 
 
The following list provides the first and second allocations to Emergency Solutions Grants 
recipients for FY 2011.  
 

State Recipient Name 

Amount of 
First FY 2011 

Allocation 

Amount of 
Second FY2011 

Allocation 
Total FY2011 

Allocation 
Alaska ALASKA STATE PROGRAM $126,757 $71,301  $198,058 
  ANCHORAGE $82,511 $46,412  $128,923 
Alabama ALABAMA STATE PROGRAM $1,470,781 $827,314  $2,298,095 
  MOBILE $129,536 $72,864  $202,400 
  MOBILE COUNTY $85,651 $48,179  $133,830 
  JEFFERSON COUNTY $89,937 $50,590  $140,527 
  MONTGOMERY $91,641 $51,548  $143,189 
  BIRMINGHAM $292,639 $164,609  $457,248 
Arkansas ARKANSAS STATE PROGRAM $1,208,604 $679,840  $1,888,444 
American 
Samoa AMERICAN SAMOA $51,807 $29,142  $80,948 
Arizona ARIZONA STATE PROGRAM $900,623 $506,600  $1,407,223 
  MARICOPA COUNTY $99,133 $55,762  $154,895 
  TUCSON $271,983 $152,990  $424,973 
  PHOENIX $749,958 $421,851  $1,171,809 
  MESA $150,839 $84,847  $235,686 
  GLENDALE $97,694 $54,953  $152,647 
  PIMA COUNTY $116,929 $65,773  $182,702 

California 
CALIFORNIA STATE 
PROGRAM $6,900,617 $3,881,597  $10,782,214 

  SAN JOSE $441,448 $248,315  $689,763 
  RIVERSIDE $147,390 $82,907  $230,297 
  SACRAMENTO $253,875 $142,805  $396,680 
  SALINAS $107,948 $60,721  $168,669 
  SAN BERNARDINO $157,661 $88,684  $246,345 
  SAN FRANCISCO $902,146 $507,457  $1,409,603 
  SANTA ANA $301,897 $169,817  $471,714 
  SAN DIEGO $661,372 $372,022  $1,033,394 
  PASADENA $99,448 $55,940  $155,388 
  OXNARD $119,991 $67,495  $187,486 
  ONTARIO $106,149 $59,709  $165,858 
  SACRAMENTO COUNTY $255,219 $143,561  $398,780 
  ALAMEDA COUNTY $85,704 $48,209  $133,913 
  CONTRA COSTA COUNTY $151,401 $85,163  $236,564 
  FRESNO COUNTY $174,330 $98,061  $272,391 
  KERN COUNTY $232,067 $130,538  $362,605 
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  LOS ANGELES COUNTY $1,296,251 $729,141  $2,025,392 
  RIVERSIDE COUNTY $389,978 $219,363  $609,341 
  OAKLAND $369,059 $207,596  $576,655 
  SAN BERNARDINO COUNTY $313,160 $176,153  $489,313 
  SAN DIEGO COUNTY $205,959 $115,852  $321,811 
  SAN JOAQUIN COUNTY $122,743 $69,043  $191,786 
  SAN LUIS OBISPO COUNTY $91,684 $51,572  $143,256 
  SAN MATEO COUNTY $124,396 $69,973  $194,369 
  SANTA BARBARA COUNTY $88,475 $49,767  $138,242 
  SONOMA COUNTY $86,723 $48,782  $135,505 
  STANISLAUS COUNTY $109,046 $61,338  $170,384 
  VENTURA COUNTY $87,727 $49,346  $137,073 
  ORANGE COUNTY $164,935 $92,776  $257,711 
  SOUTH GATE $92,108 $51,811  $143,919 
  STOCKTON $183,533 $103,237  $286,770 
  COMPTON $90,306 $50,797  $141,103 
  EL MONTE $118,298 $66,543  $184,841 
  FONTANA $91,546 $51,495  $143,041 
  POMONA $124,021 $69,762  $193,783 
  ANAHEIM $218,190 $122,732  $340,922 
  BAKERSFIELD $147,264 $82,836  $230,100 
  CHULA VISTA $87,827 $49,403  $137,230 
  BERKELEY $143,201 $80,551  $223,752 
  MODESTO $102,575 $57,698  $160,273 
  FRESNO $334,508 $188,161  $522,669 
  LOS ANGELES $3,137,734 $1,764,975  $4,902,709 
  GARDEN GROVE $113,845 $64,038  $177,883 
  GLENDALE $143,339 $80,628  $223,967 
  LONG BEACH $379,364 $213,392  $592,756 
  INGLEWOOD $97,703 $54,958  $152,661 
Colorado COLORADO STATE PROGRAM $1,040,658 $585,370  $1,626,028 
  DENVER $389,480 $219,083  $608,563 
  COLORADO SPRINGS $113,130 $63,636  $176,766 
  AURORA $108,805 $61,203  $170,008 

Connecticut 
CONNECTICUT STATE 
PROGRAM $1,171,305 $658,859  $1,830,164 

  BRIDGEPORT $146,122 $82,194  $228,316 
  NEW BRITAIN $83,116 $46,753  $129,869 
  HARTFORD $168,700 $94,894  $263,594 
  NEW HAVEN $162,577 $91,450  $254,027 
  WATERBURY $100,542 $56,555  $157,097 

District of 
Columbia WASHINGTON $795,554 $447,499  $1,243,053 
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Delaware DELAWARE STATE PROGRAM $102,002 $57,376  $159,378 
  WILMINGTON $108,049 $60,778  $168,827 
  NEW CASTLE COUNTY $104,107 $58,560  $162,667 
Florida FLORIDA STATE PROGRAM $2,993,048 $1,683,590  $4,676,638 
  TAMPA $164,507 $92,535  $257,042 
  TALLAHASSEE $84,713 $47,651  $132,364 
  BROWARD COUNTY $160,709 $90,399  $251,108 
  ORLANDO $99,051 $55,716  $154,767 
  ST PETERSBURG $97,039 $54,584  $151,623 
  PASCO COUNTY $115,213 $64,807  $180,020 
  PINELLAS COUNTY $130,522 $73,419  $203,941 
  POLK COUNTY $130,127 $73,196  $203,323 
  SEMINOLE COUNTY $85,877 $48,306  $134,183 
  VOLUSIA COUNTY $85,093 $47,865  $132,958 
  PALM BEACH COUNTY $297,830 $167,529  $465,359 
  MIAMI-DADE COUNTY $793,263 $446,210  $1,239,473 
  LEE COUNTY $94,625 $53,227  $147,852 
  HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY $262,640 $147,735  $410,375 
  ESCAMBIA COUNTY $91,599 $51,524  $143,123 
  JACKSONVILLE-DUVAL $296,622 $166,850  $463,472 
  COLLIER COUNTY $94,611 $53,219  $147,830 
  ORANGE COUNTY $269,768 $151,745  $421,513 
  FT LAUDERDALE $90,528 $50,922  $141,450 
  HIALEAH $184,259 $103,646  $287,905 
  MIAMI $362,639 $203,984  $566,623 
Georgia GEORGIA STATE PROGRAM $2,277,822 $1,281,275  $3,559,097 
  SAVANNAH $117,788 $66,256  $184,044 
  CLAYTON COUNTY $91,236 $51,320  $142,556 
  COBB COUNTY $143,117 $80,503  $223,620 
  FULTON COUNTY $88,477 $49,768  $138,245 
  GWINNETT COUNTY $184,820 $103,961  $288,781 
  DE KALB COUNTY $252,043 $141,774  $393,817 
  ATLANTA $340,053 $191,280  $531,333 
  AUGUSTA $99,192 $55,796  $154,988 
Guam GUAM $140,854 $79,230  $220,084 
Hawaii HAWAII STATE PROGRAM $234,663 $131,998  $366,661 
  HONOLULU $427,023 $240,200  $667,223 
Iowa IOWA STATE PROGRAM $1,526,412 $858,607  $2,385,019 
  DES MOINES $187,916 $105,703  $293,619 
  SIOUX CITY $84,173 $47,347  $131,520 
Idaho IDAHO STATE PROGRAM $539,132 $303,262  $842,394 
Illinois ILLINOIS STATE PROGRAM $2,868,949 $1,613,784  $4,482,733 
  PEORIA $84,980 $47,801  $132,781 
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  ROCKFORD $92,558 $52,064  $144,622 
  COOK COUNTY $432,115 $243,065  $675,180 
  DU PAGE COUNTY $152,750 $85,922  $238,672 
  LAKE COUNTY $112,040 $63,023  $175,063 
  OAK PARK $83,537 $46,990  $130,527 
  CHICAGO $3,669,891 $2,064,314  $5,734,205 
  EVANSTON $84,885 $47,748  $132,633 
Indiana INDIANA STATE PROGRAM $2,017,029 $1,134,579  $3,151,608 
  SOUTH BEND $123,805 $69,640  $193,445 
  INDIANAPOLIS $422,539 $237,678  $660,217 
  HAMMOND $102,337 $57,565  $159,902 
  EVANSVILLE $130,201 $73,238  $203,439 
  FORT WAYNE $93,435 $52,557  $145,992 
  GARY $160,651 $90,366  $251,017 
Kansas KANSAS STATE PROGRAM $904,345 $508,694  $1,413,039 
  WICHITA $124,982 $70,302  $195,284 
  TOPEKA $87,508 $49,223  $136,731 
  KANSAS CITY $109,329 $61,498  $170,827 
Kentucky KENTUCKY STATE PROGRAM $1,386,238 $779,759  $2,165,997 
  LOUISVILLE $523,261 $294,334  $817,595 
  LEXINGTON-FAYETTE $92,314 $51,927  $144,241 
Louisiana LOUISIANA STATE PROGRAM $1,587,045 $892,713  $2,479,758 
  SHREVEPORT $114,126 $64,196  $178,322 
  NEW ORLEANS $734,728 $413,285  $1,148,013 
  BATON ROUGE $184,460 $103,759  $288,219 
  JEFFERSON PARISH $157,524 $88,607  $246,131 

Massachusetts  
MASSACHUSETTS STATE 
PROGRAM $2,588,744 $1,456,169  $4,044,913 

  NEW BEDFORD $132,519 $74,542  $207,061 
  NEWTON $99,599 $56,024  $155,623 
  QUINCY $90,686 $51,011  $141,697 
  LYNN $111,670 $62,814  $174,484 
  SPRINGFIELD $179,926 $101,208  $281,134 
  WORCESTER $200,425 $112,739  $313,164 
  SOMERVILLE $125,761 $70,741  $196,502 
  LOWELL $105,442 $59,311  $164,753 
  BOSTON $861,837 $484,783  $1,346,620 
  CAMBRIDGE $137,256 $77,207  $214,463 
  FALL RIVER $132,662 $74,622  $207,284 

Maryland 
MARYLAND STATE  
PROGRAM $608,512 $342,288  $950,800 

  ANNE ARUNDEL COUNTY $91,909 $51,699  $143,608 
  MONTGOMERY COUNTY $225,377 $126,775  $352,152 
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  BALTIMORE COUNTY $182,292 $102,539  $284,831 
  PRINCE GEORGES COUNTY $264,395 $148,722  $413,117 
  BALTIMORE $1,020,126 $573,821  $1,593,947 
Maine MAINE STATE PROGRAM $771,302 $433,857  $1,205,159 
  PORTLAND $94,235 $53,007  $147,242 
Michigan MICHIGAN STATE PROGRAM $2,806,797 $1,578,823  $4,385,620 
  LANSING $97,326 $54,746  $152,072 
  KALAMAZOO $81,427 $45,803  $127,230 
  DETROIT $1,626,338 $914,815  $2,541,153 
  DEARBORN $97,370 $54,771  $152,141 
  FLINT $190,589 $107,206  $297,795 
  GRAND RAPIDS $178,131 $100,199  $278,330 
  WAYNE COUNTY $267,989 $150,744  $418,733 
  WASHTENAW COUNTY $97,063 $54,598  $151,661 
  SAGINAW $110,134 $61,950  $172,084 
  OAKLAND COUNTY $170,696 $96,017  $266,713 

Minnesota  
MINNESOTA STATE 
PROGRAM $1,241,665 $698,437  $1,940,102 

  HENNEPIN COUNTY $105,906 $59,572  $165,478 
  ST LOUIS COUNTY $107,028 $60,203  $167,231 
  MINNEAPOLIS $585,009 $329,068  $914,077 
  DULUTH $124,465 $70,012  $194,477 
  ST PAUL $350,266 $197,025  $547,291 
Missouri MISSOURI STATE PROGRAM $1,428,349 $803,446  $2,231,795 
  ST LOUIS COUNTY $242,976 $136,674  $379,650 
  ST LOUIS $865,483 $486,834  $1,352,317 
  KANSAS CITY $370,888 $208,625  $579,513 
Mississippi MISSISSIPPI STATE PROGRAM $1,441,015 $810,571  $2,251,586 
  JACKSON $109,573 $61,635  $171,208 
Montana MONTANA STATE PROGRAM $402,448 $226,377  $628,825 
Nebraska NEBRASKA STATE PROGRAM $627,772 $353,122  $980,894 
  OMAHA $210,214 $118,245  $328,459 

New Hampshire 
NEW HAMPSHIRE STATE 
PROGRAM $495,740 $278,854  $774,594 

  MANCHESTER $83,780 $47,126  $130,906 

New Jersey 
NEW JERSEY STATE 
PROGRAM $1,610,805 $906,078  $2,516,883 

  TRENTON $134,509 $75,661  $210,170 
  UNION COUNTY $236,883 $133,247  $370,130 
  PATERSON $129,776 $72,999  $202,775 
  BERGEN COUNTY $476,514 $268,039  $744,553 
  CAMDEN COUNTY $115,545 $64,994  $180,539 
  ESSEX COUNTY $275,917 $155,203  $431,120 
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  HUDSON COUNTY $165,443 $93,062  $258,505 
  MIDDLESEX COUNTY $85,057 $47,845  $132,902 
  MONMOUTH COUNTY $132,397 $74,473  $206,870 
  MORRIS COUNTY $99,417 $55,922  $155,339 
  CAMDEN $122,734 $69,038  $191,772 
  BAYONNE $84,316 $47,428  $131,744 
  ELIZABETH $92,006 $51,753  $143,759 
  NEWARK $379,213 $213,307  $592,520 
  JERSEY CITY $287,879 $161,932  $449,811 

New Mexico 
NEW MEXICO STATE 
PROGRAM $731,214 $411,308  $1,142,522 

  ALBUQUERQUE $193,783 $109,003  $302,786 
Nevada NEVADA STATE PROGRAM $293,797 $165,261  $459,058 
  CLARK COUNTY $280,725 $157,908  $438,633 
  RENO $89,615 $50,408  $140,023 
  LAS VEGAS $224,475 $126,267  $350,742 
New York NEW YORK STATE PROGRAM $3,292,159 $1,851,839  $5,143,998 
  ERIE COUNTY $133,032 $74,831  $207,863 
  SCHENECTADY $112,466 $63,262  $175,728 
  SYRACUSE $271,181 $152,539  $423,720 
  TONAWANDA TOWN $83,487 $46,961  $130,448 
  TROY $90,658 $50,995  $141,653 
  UTICA $127,759 $71,864  $199,623 
  MONROE COUNTY $84,273 $47,404  $131,677 
  NASSAU COUNTY $685,364 $385,517  $1,070,881 
  ONONDAGA COUNTY $99,677 $56,068  $155,745 
  ROCKLAND COUNTY $91,724 $51,595  $143,319 
  SUFFOLK COUNTY $162,348 $91,321  $253,669 
  WESTCHESTER COUNTY $259,801 $146,138  $405,939 
  ROCHESTER $422,966 $237,918  $660,884 
  YONKERS $163,342 $91,880  $255,222 
  BINGHAMTON $102,220 $57,499  $159,719 
  BUFFALO $705,316 $396,740  $1,102,056 
  NIAGARA FALLS $110,985 $62,429  $173,414 
  ALBANY $163,203 $91,802  $255,005 
  ISLIP TOWN $89,999 $50,624  $140,623 
  NEW YORK CITY $7,908,520 $4,448,535  $12,357,063 

North Carolina  
NORTH CAROLINA STATE 
PROGRAM $2,579,547 $1,450,995  $4,030,542 

  RALEIGH $108,680 $61,133  $169,813 
  WINSTON SALEM $82,665 $46,499  $129,164 
  CHARLOTTE $210,491 $118,401  $328,892 
  GREENSBORO $84,332 $47,437  $131,769 
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  DURHAM $85,279 $47,969  $133,248 

North Dakota 
NORTH DAKOTA STATE 
PROGRAM $277,594 $156,147  $433,741 

Northern 
Mariana Islands N. MARIANA ISLANDS $40,642 $22,861  $63,503 
Ohio OHIO STATE PROGRAM $3,257,290 $1,832,226  $5,089,516 
  SPRINGFIELD $87,700 $49,331  $137,031 
  TOLEDO $354,977 $199,675  $554,652 
  YOUNGSTOWN $176,492 $99,277  $275,769 
  CUYAHOGA COUNTY $179,933 $101,212  $281,145 
  FRANKLIN COUNTY $80,176 $45,099  $125,275 
  HAMILTON COUNTY $140,939 $79,278  $220,217 
  MONTGOMERY COUNTY $80,152 $45,086  $125,238 
  DAYTON $278,326 $156,558  $434,884 
  AKRON $299,823 $168,650  $468,473 
  CANTON $126,844 $71,350  $198,194 
  CINCINNATI $569,527 $320,359  $889,886 
  CLEVELAND $1,049,680 $590,445  $1,640,125 
  LAKEWOOD $97,506 $54,847  $152,353 
  COLUMBUS $283,037 $159,208  $442,245 

Oklahoma 
OKLAHOMA STATE 
PROGRAM $929,475 $522,830  $1,452,305 

  TULSA $161,259 $90,708  $251,967 
  OKLAHOMA CITY $231,264 $130,086  $361,350 
Oregon OREGON STATE PROGRAM $974,612 $548,219  $1,522,831 
  CLACKAMAS COUNTY $93,584 $52,641  $146,225 
  WASHINGTON COUNTY $88,190 $49,607  $137,797 
  PORTLAND $440,264 $247,649  $687,913 
Pennsylvania  PA STATE PROGRAM $3,253,036 $1,829,833  $5,082,869 
  CHESTER COUNTY $120,742 $67,917  $188,659 
  BUCKS COUNTY $104,196 $58,610  $162,806 
  BERKS COUNTY $118,474 $66,642  $185,116 
  BEAVER COUNTY $170,925 $96,145  $267,070 
  LUZERNE COUNTY $221,407 $124,541  $345,948 
  ALLEGHENY COUNTY $723,463 $406,948  $1,130,411 
  DELAWARE COUNTY $186,007 $104,629  $290,636 
  WILKES-BARRE $85,001 $47,813  $132,814 
  LANCASTER COUNTY $147,583 $83,015  $230,598 
  MONTGOMERY COUNTY $161,714 $90,964  $252,678 
  WASHINGTON COUNTY $189,283 $106,472  $295,755 
  WESTMORELAND COUNTY $200,938 $113,028  $313,966 
  YORK COUNTY $114,747 $64,545  $179,292 
  UPPER DARBY $86,237 $48,508  $134,745 
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  ALLENTOWN $121,549 $68,371  $189,920 
  ALTOONA $88,063 $49,535  $137,598 
  ERIE $154,930 $87,148  $242,078 
  HARRISBURG $91,223 $51,313  $142,536 
  SCRANTON $150,066 $84,412  $234,478 
  READING $136,152 $76,586  $212,738 
  PITTSBURGH $730,816 $411,084  $1,141,900 
  PHILADELPHIA $2,241,487 $1,260,836  $3,502,323 

Puerto Rico 
PUERTO RICO STATE 
PROGRAM $3,128,215 $1,759,621  $4,887,836 

  TOA BAJA MUNICIPIO $92,887 $52,249  $145,136 
  SAN JUAN MUNICIPIO $453,264 $254,961  $708,225 
  AGUADILLA MUNICIPIO $81,612 $45,907  $127,519 
  ARECIBO MUNICIPIO $120,021 $67,512  $187,533 
  BAYAMON MUNICIPIO $199,703 $112,333  $312,036 
  CAGUAS MUNICIPIO $148,327 $83,434  $231,761 
  GUAYNABO MUNICIPIO $83,881 $47,183  $131,064 
  MAYAGUEZ MUNICIPIO $124,497 $70,030  $194,527 
  PONCE MUNICIPIO $225,820 $127,024  $352,844 
  CAROLINA MUNICIPIO $170,164 $95,717  $265,881 

Rhode Island 
RHODE ISLAND STATE 
PROGRAM $356,534 $200,550  $557,084 

  PROVIDENCE $249,269 $140,214  $389,483 
  PAWTUCKET $91,612 $51,532  $143,144 
  WOONSOCKET $59,039 $33,209  $92,248 

South Carolina 
SOUTH CAROLINA STATE 
PROGRAM $1,505,509 $846,849  $2,352,358 

  GREENVILLE COUNTY $106,372 $59,834  $166,206 
  CHARLESTON COUNTY $89,774 $50,498  $140,272 

South Dakota 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE 
PROGRAM $351,331 $197,624  $548,955 

Tennessee TENNESSEE STATE PROGRAM $1,534,841 $863,348  $2,398,189 
  NASHVILLE-DAVIDSON $218,507 $122,910  $341,417 
  KNOXVILLE $82,348 $46,321  $128,669 
  MEMPHIS $355,257 $199,832  $555,089 
Texas TEXAS STATE PROGRAM $5,171,449 $2,908,940  $8,080,389 
  SAN ANTONIO $641,107 $360,623  $1,001,730 
  BRAZORIA COUNTY $82,575 $46,448  $129,023 
  PASADENA $84,322 $47,431  $131,753 
  HARRIS COUNTY $473,344 $266,256  $739,600 
  CORPUS CHRISTI $148,436 $83,495  $231,931 
  TARRANT COUNTY $118,562 $66,691  $185,253 
  HIDALGO COUNTY $370,298 $208,293  $578,591 
  FORT BEND COUNTY $86,509 $48,661  $135,170 
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  DALLAS COUNTY $93,156 $52,400  $145,556 
  MONTGOMERY COUNTY $81,090 $45,613  $126,703 
  FORT WORTH $297,018 $167,073  $464,091 
  EL PASO $372,417 $209,485  $581,902 
  DALLAS $770,133 $433,200  $1,203,333 
  BROWNSVILLE $143,968 $80,982  $224,950 
  AUSTIN $330,481 $185,896  $516,377 
  ARLINGTON $139,433 $78,431  $217,864 
  LUBBOCK $101,621 $57,162  $158,783 
  LAREDO $159,482 $89,709  $249,191 
  IRVING $99,590 $56,019  $155,609 
  HOUSTON $1,327,628 $746,791  $2,074,419 
  GARLAND $91,448 $51,440  $142,888 
Utah UTAH STATE PROGRAM $624,151 $351,085  $975,236 
  SALT LAKE COUNTY $109,237 $61,446  $170,683 
  SALT LAKE CITY $179,139 $100,766  $279,905 
Virginia  VIRGINIA STATE PROGRAM $1,682,166 $946,218  $2,628,384 
  ROANOKE $81,671 $45,940  $127,611 
  PRINCE WILLIAM COUNTY $84,176 $47,349  $131,525 
  FAIRFAX COUNTY $261,849 $147,290  $409,139 
  VIRGINIA BEACH $107,010 $60,193  $167,203 
  RICHMOND $213,989 $120,369  $334,358 
  NORFOLK $227,807 $128,141  $355,948 
Virgin Islands U.S. VIRGIN ISLANDS $86,697 $48,767  $135,464 
Vermont VERMONT STATE PROGRAM $365,227 $205,440  $570,667 

Washington 
WASHINGTON STATE 
PROGRAM $1,385,785 $779,504  $2,165,289 

  KING COUNTY $197,730 $111,223  $308,953 
  PIERCE COUNTY $131,166 $73,781  $204,947 
  SNOHOMISH COUNTY $135,197 $76,048  $211,245 
  TACOMA $128,549 $72,309  $200,858 
  SEATTLE $529,053 $297,592  $826,645 
  SPOKANE $166,544 $93,681  $260,225 
Wisconsin WISCONSIN STATE PROGRAM $1,982,685 $1,115,260  $3,097,945 
  RACINE $86,263 $48,523  $134,786 
  MILWAUKEE $740,157 $416,338  $1,156,495 
  MADISON $87,244 $49,075  $136,319 

West Virginia 
WEST VIRGINIA STATE 
PROGRAM $922,698 $519,018  $1,441,716 

  HUNTINGTON $90,964 $51,167  $142,131 
  CHARLESTON $81,363 $45,767  $127,130 
Wyoming  WYOMING STATE PROGRAM $184,804 $103,952  $288,756 
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Appendix B:  Checklist of Requirements for the Substantial Amendment to the  
FY 2011 Consolidated Plan Annual Action Plan 

 
The substantial amendment must be prepared and submitted in accordance with the recipient’s 
citizen participation plan and the requirements of 24 CFR part 91, as amended by the Interim 
Rule.  The following outline is provided as a checklist to ensure an accurate and complete 
submission in accordance with the details of this Notice. 
 
A.  Requirements for Preparation 
 

1.  Consultation 
• Consult with the Continuum(s) of Care within the geographic area on: 

o determining how to allocate ESG funds for eligible activities; 
o developing the performance standards for activities funded under ESG; and 
o developing funding, policies, and procedures for the operation and 

administration of the HMIS.   
 

2.  Citizen Participation  
• Follow existing citizen participation plan for completing a substantial amendment. 

 
B.  Required Contents of Substantial Amendments  
 

1.  SF-424  
 

2.  Summary of Consultation Process 
• Describe how the recipient consulted with the Continuum(s) of Care on: 

o determining how to allocate ESG funds for eligible activities; 
o developing the performance standards for activities funded under ESG; and 
o developing funding, policies, and procedures for the operation and 

administration of the HMIS.   
 

3.  Summary of Citizen Participation Process   
• Summarize citizen participation process used;  
• Summarize the public comments or views received; and 
• Summarize the comments or views not accepted and include the reasons for not 

accepting those comments or views. 
 

4.  Match 
• Describe: 

o types of cash and/or non-cash resources used as match 
o specific amounts of resources used as match 
o proposed uses of match resources 
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5.  Proposed Activities and Overall Budget 
 

a. Proposed Activities 
• All recipients must include the following details for each proposed activity:  

1) corresponding priority needs from recipient’s Annual Action Plan 
2) concise description of the activity, including the number and types of 

persons to be served  
3) corresponding standard objective and outcome categories 
4) start date and completion date 
5) ESG and other funding amounts  

• Local governments and territories are required, and States are encouraged, to 
include the following details for each proposed activity: 

6) one or more performance indicators 
7) projected accomplishments, in accordance with each indicator, to be made 

within one year 
8) projected accomplishments, in accordance with each performance indicator, 

to be made over the period for which the grant will be used for that activity 
 

Note: Table 3C (“Consolidated Plan Listings of Projects” for local governments and 
territories, or “Annual Action Plan Planned Project Results” for states) or the 
projects workbook spreadsheet in the Consolidated Plan Management Process tool 
may be used to format and provide some or all of these details, as applicable. 

 
b. Discussion of Funding Priorities 

• Explain why the recipient chose to fund the proposed activities at the amounts 
specified (recommended: if available, use locally-relevant data to support the 
funding priorities, and explain how the funding priorities will support the national 
priorities established in Opening Doors: Federal Strategic Plan to Prevent and 
End Homelessness) 

• Identify any obstacles to addressing underserved needs in the community. 
 

c.  Detailed Budget 
• Include detailed budget of planned activities and funding levels accounting for 

entire second allocation and any reprogrammed funds from the first allocation 
(may use Table 3 in this Notice). 

 
6.  Written Standards for Provision of ESG Assistance 

• If the recipient is a metropolitan city, urban county, or territory: include written 
standards for providing the proposed assistance. 

• If the recipient is a state: include written standards for providing the proposed 
assistance or describe the requirements for subrecipients to establish and implement 
written standards.   
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The written standards must include:  

a. Standard policies and procedures for evaluating individuals’ and families’ eligibility 
for assistance under ESG.  

b. Policies and procedures for coordination among emergency shelter providers, 
essential service providers, homelessness prevention and rapid re-housing assistance 
providers, other homeless assistance providers, and mainstream service and housing 
providers.   

c. Policies and procedures for determining and prioritizing which eligible families and 
individuals will receive homelessness prevention assistance and which eligible 
families and individuals will receive rapid re-housing assistance.   

d. Standards for determining the share of rent and utilities costs that each program 
participant must pay, if any, while receiving homelessness prevention or rapid re-
housing assistance.   

e. Standards for determining how long a particular program participant will be provided 
with rental assistance and whether and how the amount of that assistance will be 
adjusted over time. 

f. Standards for determining the type, amount, and duration of housing stabilization 
and/or relocation services to provide a program participant, including the limits, if 
any, on the homelessness prevention or rapid re-housing assistance that each program 
participant may receive, such as the maximum amount of assistance, maximum 
number of months the program participants receives assistance; or the maximum 
number of times the program participants may receive assistance. 

 
7.  Describe Process for Making Sub-awards    

 
8.  Homeless Participation Requirement 

• For those recipients who cannot meet the participation requirement in § 576.405(a), 
the substantial amendment must include a plan that meets the requirements under § 
576.405(b). 
 

9.  Performance Standards 
• The recipient must describe the performance standards for evaluating ESG activities, 

which must be developed in consultation with the Continuum(s) of Care.   
 

10.  Certifications 
 
C.  Written standards required for recipients who are eligible and decide to use part of the 
second allocation of FY 2011 funds for emergency shelter and street outreach activities 
 

1. If the recipient is a metropolitan city, urban county, or territory: include written standards 
for providing the proposed assistance, as follows. 

2. If the recipient is a state, either: (1) include written standards for providing the proposed 
assistance or (2) describe the requirements for subrecipients to establish and implement 
written standards.   
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The written standards must include:  

a. If funding essential services related to street outreach with second allocation: 
standards for targeting and providing these services. 

b. If funding any emergency shelter activities with second allocation: policies and 
procedures for admission, diversion, referral and discharge by emergency shelters 
assisted under ESG, including standards regarding length of stay, if any, and 
safeguards to meet the safety and shelter needs of special populations and persons 
with the highest barriers to housing. 

c. If funding essential services related to emergency shelter with second allocation: 
policies and procedures for assessing, prioritizing, and reassessing individuals’ and 
families’ needs for essential services related to emergency shelter.  

 
D.  Requirements for recipients who plan to use the risk factor under  

paragraph (1)(iii)(G) of the “at risk of homelessness” definition 
• If recipient plans to serve persons “at risk of homelessness,” based on the risk factor 

“otherwise lives in housing that has characteristics associated with instability and an 
increased risk of homelessness:” describe specific characteristics associated with 
instability and increased risk of homelessness. 

 
E.  Requirements for Optional Changes to the FY 2011 Annual Action Plan 
 

1.  Centralized or Coordinated Assessment System 
• If the recipient’s jurisdiction, or a portion of the recipient’s jurisdiction, currently has 

a centralized or coordinated assessment system and the recipient or subrecipients 
utilize the centralized or coordinated assessment system, the recipient should describe 
the assessment system in the substantial amendment.  
 

2.  Monitoring 
• If existing monitoring procedures are not sufficient to allow recipients to monitor 

compliance with the new requirements, HUD encourages recipients to update their 
monitoring standards and procedures in the process of submitting this substantial 
amendment.  This should address appropriate levels of staffing. 
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Appendix C-1:  Table 3C for local governments and territories: Consolidated Plan Listing 
of Projects  
 
An electronic copy of this table can be found at: 
http://www.hud.gov/offices/cpd/about/conplan/toolsandguidance/guidance.  Recipients should 
substitute “activity” for “project” and do not need to enter information not mentioned in Section 
IV.B.5.a of this Notice.   
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Appendix C-2:  Table 3C for States:  Annual Action Plan Planned Project Results  
 
An electronic copy of this table can be found at: 
http://www.hud.gov/offices/cpd/about/conplan/toolsandguidance/guidance.   

 
 
 
[FR Doc. 2012-1710 Filed 01/26/2012 at 8:45 am; Publication Date: 01/27/2012] 


